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January 21, 2014 

 

Dear Cherry Hill Community, 

 

Many parents and family members contacted the district today regarding the decision making 

process to end the school day early for the students.  I know that many were frustrated by the 

process and the ultimate decision that was made.  I have heard and I certainly understand your 

frustration. 

 

The district follows a process (http://www.cherryhill.k12.nj.us/news/weatherclose/) in evaluating 

the anticipated impact of any severe weather event, securing available information in regard to 

the projected outcome of the weather event.  The forecast for the anticipated arrival time and the 

accumulation of snow, changed dramatically from last evening to this morning.  When all of this 

information was considered, and we could confirm with our transportation providers a change in 

the time for buses, the decision was made to dismiss the high school and the middle school 

students early to provide an expanded window of time to transport students home on the buses.  

The elementary dismissal time was not changed as delays in the buses reaching the elementary 

schools were anticipated.   

 

As a district, we endeavor to consider every student when making decisions related to the 

weather which impact the school day.  We consider the vulnerability of the students and the 

impact on students being dismissed early without a caregiver available for them upon their return 

home.  These decisions are never made lightly. 

 

As a district, we are grateful on a daily basis for our dedicated faculty and staff for their work 

with, and on behalf of, our students.  On days like today, we are especially grateful and thankful 

for each of them.  We are also grateful for the work and the dedication of the bus drivers, the 

Cherry Hill Police Department, the Cherry Hill Fire Department, Mayor Cahn’s office, and the 

Department of Public Works. 

 

Regards, 

 

Joseph N. Meloche  
 

Dr. Joseph N. Meloche 

Director of Curriculum 

http://www.cherryhill.k12.nj.us/news/weatherclose/

